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About This Game

Put on your wide-brimmed hat, grab your weapons and embark on an incredible adventure in the gothic-noir world of Borgovia,
where mad science threatens the fragile peace between monster and mortal. Be Van Helsing, monster-hunter extraordinaire and
save the day with your charming and beautiful companion, Lady Katarina (who happens to be a ghost, by the way). Explore the
savage wilderness in the mountains and the soot-stained brick districts of a grim metropolis twisted by weird science, and don’t

forget: you might never know who the real monsters are!

Main Features

Enter a memorable gothic-noir universe filled with monsters, magic and weird science.

Play through a refreshingly unique story, spiced up with wry humor and snappy dialogue.

Fight fierce battles against supernatural foes with diverse skills and abilities.

Use the special abilities and tailor the skills of your remarkable follower.

Customize your character through a detailed level-up system where you decide which skills and abilities you’ll need for
the hunt.

Modify your skills on the spot with a unique power-up system.
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Learn the secrets of mystical alchemy and forge powerful items.

Build and develop your hideout and place traps to defend it from waves of terrible monsters.

Become the greatest monster slayer of all time while playing a cooperative multiplayer monster hunt up to four players.
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Title: The Incredible Adventures of Van Helsing
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
NeocoreGames
Publisher:
NeocoreGames
Release Date: 22 May, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor:Dual Core CPU 2.0 GHz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:GeForce 8800, Radeon HD4000, Intel HD4000 (min. 512 MB VRAM)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:20 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,German,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Polish,Russian,Czech
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Good game :). I keep starting up this game wanting it to be good but after about 15 minutes or so I\u2019ve had enough, every
time. Your forced to sit through endless dialog. Looking at an image of the story while listening to the characters go on and on,
then finally your able to do a fight. You can probably win using one or two buttons, then more looking at an image while you
listen to more voiceover story (No real time or otherwise cinema). Rinse and repeat.
  It is absolutely awful. This trend of trying to pump out fighters as quick as possible to make more money faster is ruining the
genre. Do not buy this.. My biggest complaint is that the hit boxes are too big, leading to me going to screens I wasn't aiming
for, and accidentally triggering things I hadn't even intended. I guess that's why it's only a few dollars.. waste of money wont
even work. I'm giving this game a big thumbs up as it's a great VR experience! Kudos to the devs for exploring this new genre in
the VR space. Great time.

Please read the other reviews for commentary on the new "grind" but otherwise fun gameplay. Spot on.. it's an okay game, the
puzzles are very inventive and the playing method is very fun however it seems fairly overpriced for what you get.. Great Game
good for Multiplayer and Best Killing game not Brutal but ist fun to play with friends and other stuff if you dont wanna have
COD Battlefiel or Arma 3 GET THIS GAME
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easy mode cheese op. There are demons, and they do have shotguns.

10\/10. Absolutely awful. Clunky gameplay and controls, it's really annoying finding a path through a series of invisble walls,
finding almost random places where you need to jump and then having to backtrack to find a way through over and over. The
graphics lack any realism - even the font for example used on the menus looks amaturish. It's WAY too expensive for what it is.
My recommendation would be to pull the release, finish it, and re-release when it's actually polished.. Decent for the price,
Shame you can't buy more for other soldiers.. Fun and addictive. Give 'er a play!. yes yes very good yes
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